
 Lecture26 a.k.a the last

1 Automorphisms isomorphisms ofquantizations

2 What wouldbe covered if this were a 2 semesterclass

PA Recap

Ourgoal here is to explain whatgoes into theproofofthe
theorem stated last time

Theorem a Dz is independent ofP
2 W acts on Dz by filteredalgebraante

morphisms Theaction has the following properties

a On gr 51Dj GLAD it coincides w theactionconstructedin Lec 28
161 Elz Dj is Wy equivariant
c The action of tix is by Cequivariantautomorphisms

intertwining the quantum comement maps

A



We'll see that o is the crucialpart

11 Independence of P
Theproof is based on two results The first one is

geometricLet Y denote thedeformed inducedvariety for a para
folic P Recallprojective morphisms Y Xy Yj

Preposition 1 There are open subvarieties YjCY HEY'z St
cedi
my Yz Yj cedimy 7814573

there's an isomorphism Yj Y'sintertwining morphisms to Az

Proof Recall the open subsets YjjxyYzcYz Yj c Yz Kidz
We have Y I Xj Yj Sec 1.1 of Lec20 Also Axey
the morphism Y X is an isomorphism over theopenorbit in

Xx which is Ox see Sec 1.2 of Lee17 Set

NjskitEpix
this is an open subvariety in Az exercise Set Yj
Xx Y and define Yj similarly By construction the



morphismsYjYj Nz are bijective Note that anybijective
morphism to a normal variety is an iso an exerciseon theStein

decomposition and I is normal bleA is So Y X Y

extending Y x Yj
Note that codingYpg cedimy 414572 Weneed

codim 73 To extend Y Yj we play a trick we used
a couple of times before based on the valuative criteriumof

properness but now we apply this fiberwise Namely theembed

Ling 78 Yj Y restricts to 4464171 YI YI
X The domain of definition of the rationalmap Yg y

Hebedenotedby 73 therefore must intersect each Yx So

YAY is the domain ofdefinition of Y s Y Fromthe
valuative Criterium follows that cedimy 417372 A X
And Y CY so coding 7314573

Since morphisms Yj Y YY Yy extendmutually
inverse isomorphisms Y Yj they restrict to mutually
inverse isomorphisms Y Y finishing theproof D



Proposition I can be usedto relatethequantizations of YjYj
Let's start w Dg on Yz and let Dzt be the correspondinggraded
formal quantization of Yy SecD6 of Lec22 Let C Y Y
E Yg Y be the inclusions and y Y Y be the isomorphism

We note that 2 Dat is a gradedformalquantization of

Yj Similarly to Thin 1.6 in Lec22 we have 412 103.4
is a graded formalquantization of Yj it'sherethat we use the
codim 3 Denote the corresponding filteredquantization byDzt

Hereis the 2nd key result BPW Preposition 3.8

Prep2 We have a fly linear filteredquantization isomorphism

Dj Dj
Sketch ofproof Weneed toproveDzt Dja an iso ofgraded
formal quantizations We aregoing to apply a resultsimilar to

Thm 2 in Sec 1.5 of Lec22 moreprecisely a family version

Consider the relative regular locus Y cYz where Yz z
is smooth the unionof regular loci in Y forSey We have

godimy 717574
ble cedimyYx 874,41 From here we deduce



Hi Yy O so for is1,2
One can talk aboutgradedformalquantizations of Y

or Yj In addition we require that these are sheaves of

Elz algebras w Leg3 2 Thx to the cohomology vanishing

condition there's a unique canonical quantization BK Thm1.8

Denote it by D

By 143 Cor2.3.2 it's uniquely characterized by the

property that there is an antiautomorphism ofDj.tt 6
that is the identity mod t and sends t o t

Fact Dz.tlyur is the canonicalquantization one canconstruct6 essentially done in LA See5

So both Dz t Djt come w such an anti automorphism
Dz t is thepushforward ofDztlyrr Once we know

that so does Dzt this will finish theproof The check
is a direct consequence of the construction of Dzik and
is left as an exercise I

5T



The following corollary establishes the independence ofP

Corollary TDz I 51021 a Gequivariant fly linear

filteredalgebra isomorphism intertwiningquantum comomentmaps
fromMlg

Proof First we show that Dz Dzik a Aequi
variant 0133141 linear isomorphism This fellows from the

construction of Dz 42 Dz 4 the followinggeneral
fact quantum Hartegs

Exercise Let Y be a normal Poisson variety Y an open

subset w cedimy 11172 Let Df be a formalquantization
of Y Then Dat tf Daly

Note that by Proposition we have Dst D's tie again
linear4 A equivariant isomorphism So Dj D'st

We recover Dz from Dat as fellows compare Hwi

fake
TDatfin the locallyfinitepart for Q's TD t



I
then Dz TDatfin t o So flat D's.tl

Dz Dj This isomorphism can be made Gequivariantintertwining quantum comoment maps similarly to what

was discussed in III of Lec23 s

12 2 of the theorem

Fellows by using the same three steps as the construction

of W a Xz we have an isomorphism Dz Dz similarly
to Step 1 in Lec28 Combining this w Sect I a quantum

analog of Step 2 in Lec24 for each ng eNalldid we

get a filtered algebra automorphism ng 510312 that

by the construction satisfiesproperties a 61 c We

still need to check that these automorphismsgive an

action of WI an analog of Step 3 in that lecture By
a this is true on gr D So the automorphisms ng
are a part of an action of an extension of tixby thegroup
of Gequivariant 1033linearfiltered quantization automorphisms

If Dz This group is unipetent exercise So WI splitsgi



ring as e requiredaction Thisfinishes theproofofthetheorem

2 What wouldbe covered if this were a 2 semesterclass
Wehave concentrated in the case of affinizations of

equivariantcovers of nilpotent orbits an example of conicalsymplectic

singularities This is because

this ismost relevant together w slices that wedidn't

have time to cover for Lie theoretic applications
the general case leg the classification of Poissondeformationsquantizations behaves

very similarly but is
less explicit

There are otherexamples eg symplecticquotientsingularitiesbriefly discussed and Hamiltonianreductions such as

Nakajima quiver varieties or hypertonic varieties

On the other hand some aspects of the structuretheory
such as the construction ofGxW from X were notdiscussed

Neither were Harish Chandra bimodules or moregeneralHC
modules Somediscussionof these topics can befound in

MI
L s MIT lectures


